TIME TO MAKE IT PERSONAL
WE WANT THE SAME THING...
A BETTER PRODUCT.

From the beginning the goal has been to do it better than the rest.

We care about what we produce. We put ourselves in your shoes and provide products that last and won’t end up in the garage or the infamous rag pile.

Together we can build a better product. Let’s make somethin’ cooler than before. Let us turn those ideas into something awesome.

- SPORTEX
High end products with the best decoration possible is our meaning of quality. If it’s not flawless it doesn’t leave the building. If it’s less than perfect we will fix it. We strive to be the company we would want to work with. When your vision meets our passion the outcome is something people can’t help but notice.

If it’s not next level it’s boring. If it’s not awesome you don’t look twice. Let’s innovate together, your ideas fuel our innovation. Challenge us... we dare ya. You dream, we execute. You scribble, we perfect. We have endless possibilities to what we can make.
LET'S TALK ABOUT THE PROCESS

Where's the fun? We're making cool stuff here right? Let's get back to sharing ideas and making somethin awesome. If we both put in the love, it'll show in the end product.

YOUR IDEAS

You probably have a few good ideas floatin around the old noggin. Write 'em down, draw a pic, grab some clip art, whatever it takes... Just get 'em to us.

GET IT STARTED

We can work with anything. Give us a challenge here people!

PERFECT IT

The proof is in the ... proof. We will work with you until it's perfect.
A KILLER ENDING

Top notch packaging. An eye for detail. You win... people notice.

BAM!

DONE AND DONE.
NOT ONLY PRODUCTS & IDEAS BUT SOLUTIONS

ONLINE STORES? WE GOT THAT COVERED

Get a webstore delivery system for your product line. We will make it, stock it, & ship it. We have a full production center and warehouse ready to go to work for you!... It doesn’t get any easier than that.
IT’S ALL CONNECTED

We cover all areas of product line development and customer delivery systems so the result is seamless and personal. It doesn’t get much easier.

CUSTOM CATALOGS
Product lines, Recognition, Awards. Anything goes.

CLIENT PORTALS
Product galleries. Logo options, Resources.

CUSTOM PACKAGING
Individual poly bag, Hang Tags, Stickers & Branding.

PRODUCT REDEEMING OPTIONS
Point Decals, Gift Cards for e-store use, Scratchers. New ideas welcome.
We will find the best possible spot to put the best possible logo. Just give us your wording/Images and we will do the rest. We have options to fit any budget, and any size bag to carry your load.

LASER IT OR STITCH IT
We have methods for every style
Camo is not for everybody, but it sure is popular...

TRAVEL COOLERS
Ask us about our cooler options. They are always a hit.

CAMO / OUTDOORS
Camo is not for everybody, but it sure is popular...

SEE MORE OGIO
On page 376
POLOS & BUTTONDOWNS

Kick your corporate gear up a notch, or make something cool for the golf course. We carry every style of polo you can imagine.

WE GET IT RIGHT

Years of experience and a little thread can do a lot for a shirt. Let us make your idea better than you imagined with quality and care.

SEE MORE OGIO
On page 152
NIKE POLOS
Nike Polos are always a good choice and come in a range of price options
See more on pg 126

LET'S GET CREATIVE
We love to do a little more than just your standard boring text. It's more fun for us and looks good on you.
HEADWEAR & ACCESSORIES

All types of hats for all types of looks. Custom or classic. Corporate or crazy. We know what it takes to outfit your crew in the best possible lids. We love to push the boundaries of what a hat can be.
LOTS OF ART... SMALL SPACES
Think it can’t be done? We can make it happen. Equipment renderings in the tightest of spaces. Text that reads well and looks even better.
SCREEN PRINT AT IT’S FINEST

High quality, long lasting prints are what we strive for. Making your idea come to life within the budget and color restraints. That’s what we do. We make it work. Get noticed in something you will want to wear over and over.

CUSTOM ART IS WHAT WE LOVE
Give us an idea and we will run with it. A creative challenge will always end up a winner.
We love to do a little more than just your standard boring text. It's more fun for us and looks good on you.
GOODS & TOOLS

Junk? Not around here. We wouldn’t sell you anything we couldn’t use ourselves. We’re not tryin to make crap that ends up in the garage either. These are the brands you know and trust with decoration that makes ‘em personal.
EVERYTHING?
You know it... We know all, we decorate all!
HOODIES JACKETS & EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN

We can screen it, sew it, tackle twill it, heat press it, even laser it. Stay warm, look good and represent your stuff. We got the tools to make that gear standout.

NAME DROPS?
We make it look a little better
The more you give us... the better the outcome... The less you give us the more creative freedom we have. Either way you win. Our people will help guide you through options and styles to fit any budget.

GOOD IDEAS = KILLER GRAPHICS

SEE MORE PG 471
The ever popular hooded sweat
Printed Materials & Signage

Graphics and more graphics. If you need to display it... we can print it. Any size, shape, color, material, or number of pages. We are no stranger to the world of printing. Let us make your communication pieces get the real message across.

Printed Decals
Specialized for Hard Hats and Equipment
BANNERS & SIGNS
3 Year UV Inks for outdoor use. Custom countdown clocks. Aluminum and coroplast signs for every application.

PRINTED MATERIALS
Office or field use we know the materials
HI-VISIBILITY & P.P.E.

100% USA MADE as well as our passion and commitment to excellence. We are factory direct and work with you to get the best quality and value you seek and demand in your safety gear. Our custom items are designed, built and decorated in house. We love what we do and it shows!

FULL COLOR TACKLE TWILL
Better and stronger than standard embroidery
EVERY AREA OF PPE COVERED

We are a full custom manufacturer of PPE apparel so anything goes. We are also fully capable of making anything to keep you safe on the job.

CSA Z96-09
Canada standards? No problem

3M REFLECTIVE
Only the best

FULLY CUSTOM
Anything goes

ASK ABOUT OUR FR PRODUCTS!
EVERYTHING UNDER ONE ROOF

It's all for nothing if the end product isn't something you will be proud to wear, over and over again. Every Sportex Safety Award garment comes folded and bagged, and properly labeled making the facilitators work easy on the day of hand out. Basically, we wanna make you look good. Give us a try, we promise the best custom garment production experience anywhere.
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